Scope and Proposal for Online Food Ordering System
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1 Introduction

1.1 Objective

The objective of this document is to estimate the efforts needed for completion of Design and Development of application. Its related to online food ordering system.

2 Scope of the Project

The Scope of the project (Android / web panel based application) are as follows:

Food Ordering app can sale Food product, preferred brands, kitchen needs, essential restaurant supplies and more, through this online, one-stop Food store. It provides you with a convenient way to sale from your Food shopping app. You can use this app as one big super market app to sale product of your store. This app make easy for user to buy product from store with easy steps and store can get easy order.

FEATURE OF ANDROID APP :

➢ Native Android Application
➢ Classified Products
➢ Easy add to cart with one click item
➢ Manage Delivery Address Street wise
➢ Choose Delivery time slot
➢ User Menu

• Manage Orders
• Manage Profile
• Manage Address
• Notification Configure.

Easy Backend Admin Panel (With CodeIgnitor)

• Manage Daily Orders
• Manage Products
• Categories
• Purchase
• Stock
• Sales Order
• Manage Society and Area Code
• Manage Delivery Time Schedule
2.2 Resources Specification:

Following is the headcount of resources involved in the development of these applications:

1. Project Lead: 1
2. Php Developers: 1
3. Android Developers: 1
4. Tester: 1

2.3 Assumptions

We are expecting this resource requirement to be flexible and may increase based on further features added by the client later. However, chances are rare.

2.4 Delivery Specifications

The project requires tight delivery schedule and would be delivered in following modules:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Completion Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Module 1 | Includes:  
  a. UI design of entire web site on all devices  
  b. UI verification | 5 |
| Module 2 | Includes  
  a. Web Panel Development  
  b. Web Services Development  
  c. Android Application Development  
  d. Functionalities achievement | 20 |
| Module 3 | Includes:  
  a. Testing  
  b. Test deployment  
  c. UAT  
  d. Bug fixing  
  e. Final deployment | 5 |
| Module 4 | Implementation on web server | |

Total time required for the project is 30 working days.

2.5 Cost of Development

The project cost estimation based on follows
Whole cost to designing and development of project is INR 35,000 + 18% GST

2.6 Inclusions & Deliverables Whole application, with 6 working month’s free maintenance

2.7 cost of Upgradation version and renewal of maintenance

This will be taken place after 12th months, for next 12th months
For 6th months AMC renewal charges are INR 18000 + 18% GST

Payment Terms: 50% as upfront + 50% after the completion

Scope to be fulfilled by Client

Below listed is a list of necessities to be fulfilled by the client

- Our scope approvement
- Content and image to be added in the application.
- Client side testing devices
- Payment Gateway Credentials
- More elaborate requirements with explaining the setup and current system and complete scope of the solution, For this please conduct a meeting at client side

Note: If any point of scope will increase then cost of development and maintenance will increase. We start work after this document confirmation sign of client